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1. Introduction. We show (§2) that a continuous derivation on a

Banach algebra over the real or complex field leaves the primitive

ideals of the algebra invariant. The method of proof is similar to that

of [S]. In [2] it is shown that every (linear) derivation on a semi-

simple Banach algebra is continuous. Thus every derivation on a

semisimple Banach algebra leaves the primitive ideals of the algebra

invariant. It is known that a continuous derivation on a commutative

Banach algebra over the complex field has range in the radical of the

algebra [7], [3]. By adjoining an identity if necessary and observing

that the derivation of the identity is zero, we note that this result

may be deduced from Theorem 2.2.

In the study of derivations on a semisimple Banach algebra, it is

thus of interest to know how derivations behave on primitive Banach

algebras. If 21 is a primitive Banach algebra with a continuous faithful

algebraically irreducible representation on a Banach space 3E and D

is a continuous derivation on 2Í, is there a bounded linear operator B

on 3£ such that D(x) =xB-Bx for all x£2l? By [l, Theorem 3, p. 87]

and the closed graph theorem, there is such a B if 21 (regarded as an

algebra of linear operators on %) contains operators of finite rank. We

give (Corollary 3.6) necessary and sufficient conditions for such a B

to exist in general. We also discuss (Theorem 3.3) a similar problem

in primitive algebras over a field.

I am deeply indebted to my supervisor, Dr. B. E. Johnson, for his

advice and encouragement, and to the University of Witwatersrand

for a University Council Postgraduate Scholarship.

2. Continuous derivations and primitive ideals. A derivation on an

algebra 21 is a linear operator D on 21 satisfying D(xy) =xD(y) +D(x)y

for all x, yGSÍ.

2.1 Lemma. Let D be a derivation on an algebra 2Í. Let P be a two

sided ideal in 21 and xEP- Then D"(xn)+P = n\D(x)n+P for n
= 1, 2, • ...

Proof. We first show that D'(xk)EP for 0^j<k. By repeated

application of Leibniz's formula, we obtain D'(xk) as a finite sum of

terms of the form Dc,(x) -7)t2(x).7?e*(x) where e¿ are nonnega-
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tive integers and Ef-i «»=/<&• Thus, in each of these terms, there

is at least one factor x, so each term is in P, and hence D'(xk) EP-

We prove the lemma by induction on re. Suppose that the result is

true for re. Then, by Leibniz's formula and the above,

Dn+1(xn+1) = D-Dn(xn-x)

= ¿(H\ {Di+^-Dn-'Xx) + D¡(xn)-Dn~*\x))

G nD"(xn) ■ D(x) + Dn(xn) ■ D(x) + P

Ç (n + 1) \D(xY+l + P.

2.2 Theorem. Let 21 be a Banach algebra over the real or complex

field and let D be a continuous derivation on 21. Then D leaves the primi-

tive ideals of 21 invariant.

Proof. Let P be a closed two sided ideal in 21. If xEP, then in the

Banach algebra 2Í/P

|| (D(x) + P)"]]1'» = {(n^-l\\D"(xn) + PU}1'"

^ (re!)-1/B||P||-||x|| -»Oasw-»oo.

Thus D(x)+P is a topologically nilpotent element [6, p. 12] in

2Í/P. From the derivation law satisfied by D, it follows that D(P) -f-P

is a two sided ideal in 21. Hence D(P)+P/P is contained in the

radical of 2I/P [6, Theorem 2.3.5, p. 57]. If P is a primitive ideal, or

an intersection of primitive ideals, then 2Í/P is semisimple so that

D(P)QP.

3. Derivations on primitive algebras. Let 21 be an algebra over a

field T and let 21 have a faithful strictly dense [l, p. 26], [6, 2.4.2]

(linear) representation as linear operators on a r-vector space ï. Let

D be a derivation on 21, and for each £ £ï, let

<P(£) = {v E X: xri = 0   (x E 21, x% = D(x)i, = 0)}.

The following two lemmas will be used in Theorem 3.3.

3.1 Lemma. Let £Gï, fG(P(£) and x£2l with x£ = 0. Then there is

aEY, depending on £, r¡ and x, such that xr¡ =aD(x)^.

Proof. For each yG2I with yP(x)£ = 0 we have yx!- = 0 and

D(yx)£=yD(x)Z+D(y)x£ = 0. Thus y P(x)£ = 0 implies that yxr¡ = 0,

and so xt]ETD(x)^, proving the lemma.

3.2 Lemma. For eachi-E%, (P(£) has dimension of at most two.
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Proof. Suppose v, jj£(P(£) with £, v, rj linearly independent. By the

strict density of 21 on 36, we choose x£2l satisfying x£ = 0, xv = v, and

xr;=Tj. Then there are a, ßEY such that v = xv=a D(x)¡~ and ri=xr)

= /37)(x)£. Since v and r¡ are nonzero, a and ß are nonzero. Thus

a~1t>—13_17)=0, contradicting the supposition that v, rj are linearly

independent.

I am indebted to Dr. B. E. Johnson for suggestions that consider-

ably shortened the proof of the following result.

3.3 Theorem. Let 21 be an algebra over a field T and let 21 have a

faithful strictly dense linear representation on a T-vector space 36. Let D

be a nonzero derivation on 2f. There is a linear operator B onUL such that

D(x)=Bx — xB for all x£2l if and only if, for some ££36, <P(£) has
dimension two.

Proof. If 36 has dimension one, then 21 =T7 and D(al) =aD(I) =0

for all a£r. The theorem is thus vacuously true when dimension of

36 is one. We assume that the dimension of 36 is greater than one. Sup-

pose that there is a linear operator B on 36 so that 7?(x) =Bx — xB for

all x£2l. If B=ctl for some aEY and 7 is the identity operator on

36, 7J> = 0. Thus there is ££36 such that 73££r£. For each x£2l with

x£ = 7?(x)£ = 0, xB£ = 0. Therefore £, 23££(P(£), which has dimension

two by Lemma 3.2.

Conversely we suppose that (P(£) has dimension two. Since (P(0)

= {o}, £ is not zero. Then there is t?G36 so that (P(£) =r£-rT?? and

£, t] are linearly independent. We prove that there isa£r\{o} such

that for each x£2i with x£ = 0, xr¡=aD(x)^.

Let y £21 with ;y£ = 0 and yrç^O. By Lemma 3.1, there isa£r such

that yr]=a 7J>(y)£. Since yrj^O, a is nonzero. Let z£2I and ßEY satis-

fying z£ = 0, zr)5¿0 and z?7=/37J>(z)£. By the strict density of 21 on 36,

there is w£2l with wzr\=yr¡. Hence (ay— ßwz)£ = Q and D(ay—ßwz)0;

= a D(y)^—ßwD(z)^ = 0. Since rç£(P(£), ayr)—ßwzrj = 0 and therefore

<x=ß. If z£2l and z£=z?7 = 0, then (y+z)£ = 0, (y+z^^O and so

(y+z)?7=(xD(y-r-z)£. From this and the definition of a, we obtain

7?(s)£ = 0.

We normalize the choice of r¡ in (P(£) by letting v— —ar¡. Then for

«ach x£2I with x£ = 0, xv=— 7?(x)£. If x, z£2I and x£ = z£, then

xv+D(x)^=zv+D(z)^. For each /x£36 we let Bp = xv+D(x)¡; where

jc£2Í and x£ =ju. We note that B is well defined and that B (yx) =yBx

for each y£r and x£2I. If n, ££36, we choose x, y£2I so that x£=/¿

and y£ = f. Then B(p+Ç) = (x+y)v+D(x+y)Ç = Bp+BÇ. Therefore
B is a linear operator on 36. Let m£36 and x£2I. Choose y£2I with

y£ = /*• By definition of B and the choice of y,
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(Bx — xB)p = xyv + D(xy)% — xBp.

= D(x)yt + x(yv + D(y)£ - Bp)

= D(x)p.

3.4 Remark. There are strictly dense algebras of operators on

certain vector spaces with nonzero, nonspatial derivations. Let 21 be

the free algebra over the real field (say) generated by the symbols v

and w. Let D(v) =w and D(w) = 0, and extend D to 21 by the deriva-

tion law. If 21 is represented as in [l, Example 5, p. 36], D is not

spatial.

3.5 Remark. We show briefly that if the algebra 21 of 3.3 contains

nonzero operators of finite rank, then every derivation on 21 (repre-

sented on ï) is spatial [l, Theorem 3, p. 87]. We assume that 2Í con-

tains the identity operator on ï; if not it can be adjoined to 21. By

Theorem 3.3, we have only to show that if (P(£) =T£ for each £Gï, D

= 0. Using the strict density of 21 on •£, we obtain for each £ (5^0)

£ï a yG2l satisfying y2 = y and yï=r£. Since (P(£)=r£, it can be

shown that D(y)^EY^. From this and the derivation law it follows

that x£ = 0 implies P(x)£ = 0. This may be used to show that if r¡E%

and x£2I with x¡~=r¡, then D(x)^E^V< and that if rçGr£, then

Z>(x)£ = 0. Replacing x by x—yl for each 7GT, we obtain D(x)l-

= D(x—yI)£,EY(T)—y¡-). From this it follows that P(x)£ = 0 when £, 17

are linearly independent. This shows that P(x)£ = 0 for each xG2I

and £G#-
An elegant proof of this may be given by adapting the proof of

[4, Theorem 9, p. 855].

3.6 Corollary. Let 21 be a primitive Banach algebra over C with a

faithfully continuous algebraically irreducible representation on a

Banach space 3c. Let D be a nonzero derivation on 21. There is a bounded

linear operator B on Hsuch that D(x) =Bx — xB for allxE^i if and only

if, for some^EH, (P(£) has dimension two.

Proof. By Theorem 3.3, and [6, Corollary 2.4.7, p. 62], we

have only to show that if D(x) =Bx — xB for all xG2f, where B

is a linear operator on 3£, then B is continuous. By [2, Remark

4.3], D is continuous on 2Í. Fix 77(5^0) EH and for each £Gï let |£|

= inf {||x|| :xG2I, xn=%}, where || -|| is the norm on 21. By [6, Theo-

rem 2.2.7, p. 53], I • I is equivalent to the given norm on ï, so we have

only to prove the continuity of B in | • |. Let zG2I with zr\=B-q. By

subtracting the inner derivation on 21 given by z, we may assume that

Bn = 0. For each vGï and xG2I with xr¡=v, Bv = Bxrj—xBri=D(x)r].
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Thus

\Bv\  =in£{||y||:yGa,yii = Bv\

^inf{||Z?(x)||:x£2l, x-n = v)
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